EXT. THE WOODS. DAY.

FADE IN:

Feet rapidly running through the woods, passing trees and scattering dead leaves on the ground, leaving a trail.

It’s a mid 20’s ASIAN GIRL wearing cutoff blue denim jeans and a yellow tank-top.

She runs up to a tree and hides behind it, she is extremely frightened. She takes a peak back to see if she’s safe.

She sees nothing. The woods is peaceful and undisturbed, hearing only the sound of leaves in the wind and frogs croaking and chirping.

She’s still frightened.

She slowly starts to continue forward but walking in a backward motion. So she can look for who was chasing her.

The woods are very quiet, only the sounds of nature. As she steps the loud sounds of dried dead leaves and tree twigs makes for each step she makes.

Before she can make her 5th step backward, she backs into someone in old construction boots and light blue pans.

She turns around facing who she bumped into.

    ASIAN GIRL
    (frantic scream)
    Aaaaah!

She falls to the ground, looking up at the figure.

    ASIAN GIRL
    (frantic)
    No!

HE slowly starts walking towards her.

    ASIAN GIRL
    (frighten)
    Stop, stop! What do you want!

While she’s on the ground, she starts crawling backward away from him as he moves towards her.

She comes up to a tree, stopping her from moving away from the figure.

(CONTINUED)
ASIAN GIRL
(screams)
Aaaaah!

As he struggles to release the machete from the tree, the Asian Girl gets up and runs off.

After pulling the machete off the tree, he turns in the direction the Asian Girl ran off to and it’s JASON of Camp Crystal Lake.

The Asian Girl is running through the woods, as that faceless grim cold Hockey Mask staring at her.

Jason starts to walk at a fast pace after the Asian Girl. She’s running away from Jason but is unable to lose him, as Jason has her in his view.

Running as fast as she can, gasping for air, she takes a look back while she’s running and head first crashes into a tree.

The Asian Girl falls to the ground with no sign of getting up. She’s on the ground trying to get her vision back and as soon as she sees clearly.

Jason is standing right over her, looking at her.

ASIAN GIRL
(in pain)
Who the hell are you? Please go away!

Jason grips the machete tighter.

The Asian Girl wipes her blood running down the side of her head.

Jason lifts his arm up in the air, holding his machete about to strike her, and suddenly Jason is attacked from behind. Dropping the machete, Jason turns around and starts beating somebody with his fist.

(CONTINUED)
The Asian Girl laying on the ground unaware of who was trying to save her can only see Jason’s back beating someone to death.

Jason is laying over the unidentified man rapidly beating him on the face. Jason stops tilting his head a little and stares at who he just killed.

The face is bashed in, is unrecognizable.

The sounds of leaves being walked on are coming from everywhere all at once at a distance.

Jason looks back at the Asian Girl and she’s still on the ground scared. It’s not her making those sounds.

Jason looks forward to the sound of footsteps walking over leaves. Jason looks left then right then front. The footsteps are coming from all directions in the woods.

Jason grabs the machete and looks straight into the woods. The sound of footsteps is getting closer and closer to him.

Jason now can see there are groups of people slowly walking in his direction. Jason gets in his signature stand, holding his machete and facing at what’s lurking in the woods, neglecting the Asian Girl.

POV: GROUPS OF PEOPLE STAGGERING TOWARDS JASON

Jason awaits fearlessly.

POV: GETTING CLOSER AND CLOSER TO JASON

Jason tilts his head back and forth, doubtful of what is approaching him in the woods.

Coming out of the woods is a herd of ZOMBIES, and they are heading directly to Jason.

Jason is looking in every direction and he can see he’s outnumbered by the Zombies.

"Imagine Dragons" - Radioactive song begins.

SLOW MOTION

As the Zombies are in clear view out behind the woods and as they all make their way closer to Jason and the Asian Girl.

Jason doesn’t move, he’s standing to look at the Zombies approaching him like how a bull looks at a Matador.

(CONTINUED)
The Asian Girl stands up, instead of running off, she stays behind Jason.

Just before the first Zombie can bite and attack Jason.

END OF SLOW MOTION

Jason swings his machete by cutting off the Zombie’s head and then kicking the headless Zombie on the chest, making the Zombie falls backwards, knocking five Zombies down.

In a fashionable movement, Jason throws the machete hitting one Zombie on the chest at a distance. Then Jason pushes two Zombies with his hands knocking them to the ground. He goes over to them and stomps on the Zombie’s head like crushing a roach.

The Asian Girl screams and runs off.

A Zombie comes up from behind Jason trying to take a bite, Jason turns and lifts up the Zombie and breaks his back by slamming the Zombie onto his knee.

Jason is hostile, by killing the Zombies with his hands and charging them. Knocking them down with his arms spread out and taking the Zombies out as he runs through them. Attacking Zombies like domino’s all line up one after another.

Jason grabs the closest Zombie and lifts him up by the neck and stabs the Zombie multiple times with his machete in the stomach area. This doesn’t kill the Zombie and he tries to bite Jason on the wrist but Jason lifts the Zombie above his head and throws the Zombie to six other Zombies. Knocking all six Zombies down like bowling ball hitting bowling pins.

At one point the zombies surround Jason at once, only seeing Jason hockey mask above the Zombies. The Zombies have gathered all around Jason where he isn’t visible.

The Zombies start bursting out from the center, and it’s Jason flying out of the pile of Zombies. Jason is in full force and is beating down every Zombie in his sight.

Jason is bulldozing, slashing, pulling heads off, picking them up and throwing them onto other Zombies to clear his path. Smashing Zombies face-in, by hitting them with his fist. Ramming his fist through their chest, then lifting them up and throwing them. Severing the Zombies heads off by upper kicking them on the chin. Jason is in full control of his surroundings. It’s a total beat down.

"Imagine Dragons" - Radioactive song ends.

(CONTINUED)
CONTINUED:

Jason stops. It’s quiet. He defensively turns at all angles and is clear of Zombies.

Still holding his machete, he walks towards the lake staring into the water.

He’s looking into the view of the lake’s horizon, and laying just behind him are countless of dead zombies he signally manhandled and massacred.

Jason is looking down into the water of the lake with sounds of the peaceful woods.

Popping up right behind Jason is the Asian Girl but as a Zombie about to bite Jason’s neck.

FADE TO: BLACK